Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Bipolar disorder (BD) is a chronic mental illness characterized with changing episodes from euthymia (state of health) through depression to mania (euphoric state) and the mixed states (depressive and manic symptoms present). BD affects more than 2% of the world's population \[[@CR1]\]. The risk of a new episode can be reduced significantly by an early detection and an appropriate treatment. However, the frequency of visits with the psychiatrist is usually insufficient to provide early intervention, and patients by themselves are usually not aware of the need of treatment if a new episode starts. Therefore, in the recent years, smartphone becomes an increasingly important tool in the early prediction of a starting episode and smartphone-based objective data become a valid markers in predicting BD episode recurrence \[[@CR2]\].

Although, the acoustic data collection can be performed during the everyday life of a patient, labeled data are limited only to days around the psychiatric assessments. The mental state of a patient between psychiatric assessments is often unknown. In majority of the related work, see e., \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\], the problem is stated as a supervised learning task. Recently, to alleviate the problems of uncertainty about patients state and limited data, Kamińska et al. \[[@CR4]\] applied unsupervised learning technique (self-organizing maps) to find groups (clusters) in acoustic data for each patient without taking into account the psychiatric assessments. As a consequence, the whole dataset was used for learning rather than constraining it only to a few days before and after the visit to the psychiatrist. Then, the relation between the learned clusters and the labels from psychiatric assessment was investigated. Kamińska et al. \[[@CR4]\] have noted that the degree of agreement between the results of unsupervised learning (clusters learned on acoustic data) and the results of the psychiatric assessments is related to the type of the BD phases recognized during the psychiatric evaluation.

The extraction of acoustic features is accompanied by several uncertainties. First of all, the device used by a patient and the quality of its microphone are unknown. Secondly, voices in the background have some influence on the quality of the collected parameters. Also, due to unexpected technical issues, some phone calls were simply not recorded without clear understanding of this situation. Other phone calls are not recorded because BDapp on patient's smartphone was off due to unknown reason (patients declared that they will use it). Finally, due to memory shortages, not all frames of a phone call could are processed and are simply omitted. Only some of them were selected. At the same time, the process of assigning labels under the psychiatric evaluations is also accompanied by several uncertainties. Its outcomes are subject to the condition during the visit. The mental state and mood of a patient could change quickly after it. Nonetheless, the BD phase of a patient assessed by a doctor during the interview is usually assigned as labels to the surrounding days assuming a specific ground-truth for the analyses. Often authors apply 7 days before the psychiatric assessment and 2 days after \[[@CR3]\]. However, there might not be one common ground-truth that describes adequately all patients. Therefore, it is essential to explore the structure of the acoustic data and investigate what is the quality of learned clusters.

Due to all these uncertainties, in this research we incorporate fuzzy clustering for alternative subsets of acoustic features. This paper is a continuation of our previous works \[[@CR4]\]. However, now we aggregate data to a single phone call, whereas in  citech26ref4 the aggregation has been done to one day. Aggregation process relay on collecting all acoustic parameters \[[@CR5]\] for each phonecall for each patient and then calculate the quartiles for received values. We perform an extensive comparative analysis aiming at selection of: (1) smaller subset of acoustic parameters that will require less computational efforts; (2) fuzzy clustering algorithm for the considered smartphone-based acoustic data to reflect the related imprecision. This research is a step forward the superior goal that is an adequate prediction of BD episode recurrence using smartphone-based acoustic features.

The main novelty of this paper consists in application of Fuzzy C-means and Self organizing map algorithms for truncated datasets from the RFE algorithm. The unsupervised algorithm is selected over the supervised ones to alleviate the problem of limited labeled data and aiming at exploration of the whole data and investigating whether they can be grouped into clusters. The proposed approach is validated on the real-life dataset coming from the voice calls of patients suffering from bipolar disorder and the degree of agreement between learned clusters and psychiatric labels is evaluated.

That paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, methodology applied in this research is described, starting from the observational study on bipolar disorder to the brief description of the unsupervised approaches. Then, results of experiments are presented in Sect. [3](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}. In the last Section, main conclusions are discussed.

Methodology {#Sec2}
===========

Observational Study and Acoustic Feature Extraction {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------------

Motivation for this research comes from analyzing real-world data collected in a recent observation study[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. The study included patients diagnosed with bipolar disorder (F31 according to ICD-10 classification). In total, 33 patients were enrolled and used a dedicated smartphone application in everyday life for up to 15 months (starting in September 2017 and ending in December 2018). The study was conducted in the Department of Affective Disorders, Institute of Psychiatry and Neurology in Warsaw, Poland. Each patient was associated to a psychiatrist and control visits were scheduled. The evaluation of the mental state was performed by psychiatrists using both - the standardized measures of depressive and manic symptoms: Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD) and Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS), as well as clinician's own assessment based on his experience with BD patients. The interviews were performed with various frequency depending on the need identified by the doctor or a patient.

Participants of the study received a dedicated mobile application, called *BDMon* able to collected acoustic features about phone calls. Patient's voice signal was divided into short 10--20 ms frames (withing a frame it is approximately stationary). With the use of an adopted version of a common library: openSMILE \[[@CR5]\], the extended Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set (eGeMAPS) for voice research was extracted from each frame. The considered set contains 73 parameters connected with energy, spectral parameters and cepstral parameters (e.g., bandwidth energy, energy ration in different bands, relative volume) and 13 parameters connected with sound source (e.g., intonation contour). The meaning of that parameters is mostly connected with loudness in particular bands, voice energy, pitch etc.

The current state of the art lacks a clear indication which of the acoustic features are the best predictors of BD phase. In \[[@CR4]\], the authors use the following 12 parameters: spectral slope in the ranges 0--500 Hz and 500--1500 Hz, energies in bands 0--650 Hz and 1000--4000 Hz, alpha ratio, ratio of the energy in band 50--100 Hz to the energy in band 1000--5000 Hz, spectral roll-off point the frequency below which 25% of the spectrum energy is concentrated, harmonicity of the spectrum, maximal position of the FFT spectrum, Hammarberg index, entropy of the spectrum, modulated loudness (RASTA), and zero-crossing rate. Different subset of parameters was selected with filter feature selection by \[[@CR3]\], who use the following parameters: kurtosis energy, mean second and mean third MFCC, mean fourth delta MFCC, max ZCR and mean HNR, std and range F0. Within this research, recursive feature elimination are used as first step to select a subset of predictors.

Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------

To obtain significant voice parameters we apply one of the automatic feature selection methods called Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) \[[@CR6]\]. The idea of the RFE technique is to build a model with all variables and after that the algorithm removes one by one the weakest variables until there will be achieved established number of variables. To find the optimal number of features cross-validation is used with RFE algorithm to obtain the best scoring collection of features.

Self Organizing Maps (SOM) {#Sec5}
--------------------------

Results of the fuzzy c-mean clustering are compared to the clustering using self-organizing map algorithm known also as Kohonen network \[[@CR7]\]. For each patient, we performed clustering of the call aggregates (quartiles) of theirs voice features using the *kohonen* package from the CRAN repository for R language, \[[@CR8]\]. Important feature of the self-organizing maps is the preservation of neighborhood between the clusters in the two-dimensional space. Similarly, as in \[[@CR4]\], we apply rectangular map topology of dimensions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm (FCM) {#Sec6}
-----------------------------

Fuzzy C-means \[[@CR9]\] another cluster algorithm is applied for the acoustic data and compared with the SOM algorithm. The specificity of this algorithm is that one value could be clustered as a cluster A with some membership, and the same value could be clustered as a cluster B with another membership. It might seem as thougest examples to identify mixed phase. In mixed phase patients could be for some time in depression and for some time mania. For the comparative purposes, the number of clusters was predefined and assumed as 3. Package e1071 from CRAN repository has been used.

Evaluation Metric {#Sec7}
-----------------

To compare the degree of agreement between the learned clusters in acoustic data and the labels from the psychiatric assessment, we apply the clustering agreement metric as applied in \[[@CR4]\] according to the following formulas, and similar to the Rand Index.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We extract the data around every pair of visits and assign them to clusters trained on the remaining data. Therefore, we aim at comparing two groupings of the same data, one done by the clustering algorithm and the other by psychiatric assessments extrapolated to 7 days before and 2 after the visit.
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Diagram Representation {#Sec8}
----------------------

In order to easily visualize the received results, they were presented using a heatmaps diagrams for each pair of patient visits. On the X axis there are labels (received by psychiatrifor the first visit and on the Y axis there are labels for the second visit. The value presented in the graph is the degree of agreement ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) described above and calculated for each pair of visits to available patients and then averaged for the same pair of visits in reverse order. Values close to 0 mean that the clusters received on two different visits are different from each other, while values close to 1 mean that the clusters obtained on two different visits are similar to each other. The expected values for this chart are as follows. We strive for the highest possible values on the diagonal of the matrix - which means that the received clusters for visits with the same label are similar to each other. However, we strive to keep the remaining values as close to 0 as possible, which means that during two visits with different labels, the received clusters are different.

Experimental Results {#Sec9}
====================

Two set of experiments have been conducted. In the first one, the RFE method has been applied with various parameters for each patient individually due to the high variability between patients. In the second set of experiments, we apply fuzzy clustering vs. self organizing maps and evaluate the degree of agreement between learned clusters and psychiatric assessments.

RFE on Acoustic Data {#Sec10}
--------------------

RFE calculation has been prepared using *caret* package coming from CRAN repository and 10-fold cross validation. We present and discuss detailed RFE results for 2 exemplary patients. Both patients have 3 visits for which the patient used BDmon application in the surrounding days. At each visit the mental state of a patient was assessed by the doctor (e.g., euthymia, depression). The ground-truth for the analysis is considered as in \[[@CR4]\] and \[[@CR3]\] and all phone calls conducted in period starting from 7 days before visit, the day of visit and 2 days after visit received the label (which was given during that visit). The number of total labeled phone calls for considered patients is summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. For each phone call, 86 acoustic parameters are extracted for all its frames (frame length: 10--20 ms), so usually there are thousands of frames used as training data for the RFE algorithm for one phone call.Table 1.Summary of considered available data: psychiatric assessments and recorded phones calls for 2 exemplary patients in the days surrounding the visit to the doctor (labeled data).PatientVisit datePsychiatric assignmentsNb. of phone callsNb of surrounding days with active BDmon app147228.03Mixed18810147220.06Euthymia1428147207.08Mixed734258219.06Euthymia579258217.07Mixed7510258209.10Depression6910

As observed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, data are incomplete and for 3 out of 6 visits records from some days are missing (2 days for visit from 20.06, 6 days for 07.08 and 1 day for 19.06).

Results obtained by the RFE for both patients are presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. It turned out that for patient 1472 the best results are received when all 86 variables are taken into account and then accuracy of that model is slightly above 80%. Similarly, for patient 2582 the best model is the one that uses 86 parameters and its accuracy equals to 65%. However, the difference in accuracy for smaller number of parameters is relatively small and for example, the accuracy with 8 parameters (reduction by over 90%) amounts to 78.2% and 61.4%, respectively. These results are very promising.

Another coefficient called Kappa presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} points to classification accuracy because is useful during class imbalance. Classification is normalized at the baseline of random chance on dataset. Received values oscillate around 0.3 which is interpreted as fair agreement.

It is also important to mention that th RFE method is rather time-consuming. Calculations for one patient lasted more than 17 h[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} when it was conducted for 5% of randomly selected frames from each voice call.Table 2.Results received by RFE methods for patient 1472Patient 1472 (binary classification)VariablesAccuracyKappaAccuracySDKappaSD40.7610.1920.0030.0118**0.782**0.2500.0060.027160.7930.2910.0060.010**860.8020.3230.0020.007**Time calculation: 17.34 h Table 3.Results received by RFE methods for patient 2582Patient 2582 (3-class classification)VariablesAccuracyKappaAccuracySDKappaSD40.5380.1380.0110.0268**0.614**0.2930.0050.010160.6360.3280.0040.008**860.6500.3450.0030.006**Time calculation: 17.17 h

The applied RFE methods returned the subset of ordered variables, that achieved the best results for classification (according to the random forest algorithm).

The final subsets of first 10 parameters learned separately on data of both patients are presented in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. Selected first 10 most relevant parameters in received order because of that received accuracy between 86 parameters and 8 parameters published in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} are small.Table 4.Parameters selected by RFE for patients 1472 (left) and 2582 (right)

Analysis of the received parameters shows that majority of the parameters coming from Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficinet Fourier transformate (group of variables: pcm_fftMag_mfcc\_*n*) which indicates range of pitch. We conclude that 5 (out of 10) parameters (marked in bold in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}) are present in both of the subsets and these 5 parameters are considered as *RFE subset* of parameters for the clustering algorithms in next Sections.

Fuzzy C-Means vs. Self Organizing Maps {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------

The second set of experiments consists of application of fuzzy clustering and self organizing maps to two alternative subsets variables:*RFE subset* (described in Sect. [3.1](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}.);12 features subjectively selected by medical experts and data analysts as introduced in \[[@CR4]\] denoted as *Kam20*.

For every phone call, the selected acoustic features were extracted from the 10--20 ms frames and aggregated by five-number summary consisting of quartiles (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1). The resulting two datasets were used as input for the unsupervised learning algorithms. This experiment was performed for all patients available for the *BDmon* study who have at least one pair of assessments with at least 2 data points available during the surrounding days of the assumed ground-truth (−7 to +2 days). As a result, 17 patients and 62 pairs were considered in this experiment. Degree of agreement ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) was calculated for each pair of assessments. Next, we averaged results for the same (concordant) and different (incompatible) types of BD episodes assessed during visits.

It also needs to be noted, that in \[[@CR4]\], which was the inspiration for the *Kam20* subset, different level of aggregation was applied and all of frames coming form mobile calls from the last 3 days were aggregated into quartiles. In this research, the aggregates are calculated for all individual frames from one phone calls and this procedure is implemented for each voice parameter.

**Self Organizing Maps.** Results received from SOMs for both subsets of parameters are depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. As observed, there are notable differences between the two heatmaps.Fig. 1.Degree of agreement for SOM for (left) Kam20 parameters (right RFE subset of acoustic parameters.

On the left diagram, there are results of the degree of agreement where SOM algorithm is used on *Kam20* parameters. On the diagonal where we strive to achive values aiming to 1, we received following values: 0.73 for agreement between depression-depression and 0.76 for agreement between euthymia-euthymia which are quite satisfying, 0.2 for agreement between mania and mania seems insufficient due to specificity of that phase, and 0.6 for agreement between mixed and mixed - that value is rather high considering the overall difficulty to identify the mixed state (depressive and manic symptoms are present).

The results obtained on the remaining positions strive for the lowest possible values. As observed, the degree of agreement between states euthymia-mania is high and equal to 0.865, and this result is contrary to the knowledge of medical experts and their intuitions. Euthymia is the state of health and mania is the state of BD disease. We'd rather expect that clusters learned for data around these two types of labeled visits does not agree to a high degree. The remaining results are quite satisfactory like in case mixed-euthymia where receive 0.25 and between mania-depression where receive 0.54.

On the right diagram of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, there are results of the degree of agreement where SOM algorithm used parameters selected by RFE methods.

On the diagonal we received the following values: 0.63 for agreement between depression-depression which is worse than using *Kam20*; 0.74 for the agreement between euthymia-euthymia which is quite satisfying; 0.8 for the agreement between mania and mania is an increase (compared to the previous heatmap) in a positive way, and 0.97 for agreement between mixed and mixed - that value is very impressive.

Results obtained on remaining position strive for the lowest possible values. All of the remaining values are above 0.5 (which could be a border) which is satisfactory only to some extent.

Summarizing this result, overall the *RFE subset* delivered better degrees of agreement than *Kam20*. It is surprising that when we aim to as low value as possible, got the highest degree (comaprison of mania and euthymia on the first heatmap).

**Fuzzy C-Means.** Similarly to SOM, results received from fuzzy clustering differ between alternative subsets of acoustic features. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the degree of agreement for both subsets.

On the left diagram there are results of the degree of agreement where algorithm used *Kam20* parameters. On the diagonal where we strive to achieve values aiming to 1, we received the following values: 0.53 for agreement between depression-depression and 0.57 for agreement between euthymia-euthymia which are sufficient only to some extent; 0.2 for the agreement between mania and mania which is definitely insufficient due to the specificity of phase, and 0.6 for the agreement between the mixed and mixed.

Results obtained on the remaining position strive for the lowest possible values. The worst results were received again between the states of euthymia-mania where the degree of agreement is high and equal to 0.835 which is very high. In case of euthymia-mixed that could be sufficient because degree of agreement is only 0.25

On the right diagram there are results of the degree of agreement where algorithm used parameters selected by RFE methods.Fig. 2.Degree of agreement for Fuzzy C-Means algorithm (left) Kam20 parameters (right) RFE subset of acoustic parameters

On the diagonal we received the following values: 0.5 for the agreement between depression-depression which is moderately high compared to previous heatmaps; 0.65 for the agreement between euthymia-euthymia which is quite satisfying; 0.8 for the agreement between mania and mania where is increase in a positive way; and 0.97 for agreement between mixed and mixed - that value is very impressive.

Results obtained on remaining position strive for the lowest possible values. Two of the remaining values are below 0.5 which is satisfactory in comparison to the previous heatmaps. Overall others values are lowest then in previous examples.

Detailed results of the experiments for the Fuzzy C-mean algorithm using parameters coming from RFE methods are presented in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Meaning of columns is as follow:

Visit A & Visit B - means visit order number, Assessment A & Assessment B - contain received labels from psychiatrists, Grouping agreement - is the coefficient calculated for each case using ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), Valid days A & Valid days B - contain the number of days that have any of voice parameters for that day.Table 5.The degree of agreement between clusters learned by the fuzzy clustering with RFE features vs. labels from psychiatric assessment based on pairs of visits

**Comparative Analysis.** To compare all of the received results, the average degree of agreement for particular pairs of visits were calculated and are presented in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}.Table 6.The average degree of agreement for concordant, semi-concordant and incompatible labels. Concordant labels are as follows: E-E, D-D, M-M, X-X; incompatible labels: E-M, E-D, E-X; and semi-concordant labels: M-X, D-X, where E denoted euthymia (healthy state), D stands for depression, M for the mania and X denotes the mixed stateAvg degree of agreementFCM-RFEFCM-Kam20SOM-RFESOM-Kam20Concordant**0.71**0.470.790.57Incompatible**0.51**0.650.730.68Semi-concordant**0.52**0.540.630.59

We distinguish pairs of visits with the concordant labels of psychiatric assessment, namely: euthymia-euthymia, depression-depression, mania-mania, mixed-mixed. The average degree of agreement for these concordant labels is the highest for the FCM applied in the *RFE* subset of with parameters and amounts to 0.71. For the incompatible labels (e.g. euthymia-depression), the average degree of agreement is expected to be the lowest, and again, the FCM on *RFE* approach outperforms other variants (0.51).

At the same time, it needs to be noted that the fact that for SOM we receive in general clusters that are not that well corresponding to the psychiatric assessments does not necessarily mean that the applied clustering approach is making a mistake. It needs to be noted that there is a lot of uncertainty related to the psychiatric assessments itself, including the fact that the episodes are determined depending on the total number of points using to the Hamilton Scale of Depression (HAMD), and e.g., 8 points are classified as depressive episode whereas 7 points are regarded still as a healthy episode (euthymia).

Conclusions {#Sec12}
-----------

Recursive feature elimination enabled to significantly reduce the number of important acoustic features (from 86 to 5 parameters). Futhermore, we conclude that the degree of agreement between clustering results and psychiatric labels vary between the applied fuzzy and SOM clustering methods and the subsets of acoustic features. The highest degree of agreement for concordant BD episodes has been achieved using RFE subset of 5 parameters and the fuzzy clustering algorithm (Fuzzy C-means). The lowest degree of agreement for incompatible BD episodes has been achieved also for the fuzzy clustering algorithm. Thus, the most satisfactory results for the degree of agreement has been achieved by this fuzzy clustering and the subset of acoustic features selected with the RFE method.

In future work, we consider representation of the smartphone data as fuzzy numbers instead of vectors with crips quartiles. Also, we plan to futher examine the characteristic of clusters obtained with Fuzzy C-means algorithm and interpret them from the medical perspective. It seems that RFE methods is very promising and should be tested for higher number of patients, to obtain more accurate results. However, that is time consuming, so it needs to be tested in more efficient environment.

Data considered in this paper come from CHAD project − entitled "Smartphone-based diagnostics of phase changes in the course of bipolar disorder" (RPMA.01.02.00-14-5706/16-00) that was financed from EU funds (Regional Operational Program for Mazovia) in 2017--2018.
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